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Editorial
Gigi Argyropoulou & Kostas Tzimoulis

This edition emerged from a three day research meeting/workshop in 
November 2020. We set out to discuss the urban ecologies of Athens 
its emergent forms, fragmented and interconnected histories of insti-
tuting that took place before and during the years of crisis. We started 
thinking through notions of mutating, immunity and parasitizing in 
relation to the urban environment and we sought to examine how the 
evolving urban ecologies of Athens are mapped today in the streets of 
the city.

Ironically the workshop that was planned to take place at EIGHT in 
Polytechniou street on 14-15-16 of November - around the days of 
the commemoration of the Polytechnic Uprising 1973   - couldn’t take 
place physically due to lockdown measures. During these days on top 
of a strict lockdown the police issued a four day ban on any form of 
public gathering across the country. The  fast-track ban was against 
constitution but was ‘legalised’ due to this ongoing ‘state of excep-
tion’. The space of EIGHT situated opposite the Polytechnic Univer-
sity was practically unreachable due to large numbers of police force 
that have blocked the entire area.

In the middle of yet another crisis this (remote) collective exchange 
looked back at the years that Greece functioned as a laboratory for 
socio-political practices and grassroots knowledge production through 
multiple forms of collective organisation. Prior to the workshop par-
ticipants formed the research material by suggesting one text or film, 
or action or other form of work that they felt might open up aspects of 
urban ecologies and instituting. During the workshop through presen-
tations and discussions we shared desires for tool-kits, alphabets/
lexicons, forms of coding past/lost/shared emergent knowledges. The 
cover of this fanzine was made during this process and in some ways 
compresses and maps unfinished thoughts, discussions and prob-
lematizations. Looking back and elaborating on incomplete histories 
and experiences forced us to also repeatedly question what consti-
tutes continuity or even an evolving ecology in this respect. Certain 
words and questions kept appearing and we decided to use them as 
starting point for this publication. These words became the keywords 



for this fanzine and in direct or indirect ways are running through the 
multi-modal material of this edition. These keywords are: 

αχαρτογράφητη περιοχή/terra incognita, cross-fertilization/cross-pollination, 
συμβολική συμπύκνωση ή διασπορά, from event to more permanent situation, 
υποδομές παραγωγής κοινών, layers of materiality, εφήμερη συνθήκη, modu-
larity, outscaling, πολλαπλοί χρονοτόποι, trans-local, distributed power, αστική 
μνήμη κινημάτων, entanglement, mapping, open feedback processes, phygital, 
contagion, new subjectivities/ what type of subject?, traversing the space in 
between, action and (in)visibility

These words found temporary associations and what follows seeks 
to function as a starting material itself, something to pass on. In this 
respect, this edition is part of a process and thus remains incomplete. 
It is itself part of an ecology and could be considered as rough materi-
al as incomplete drafts that we share and make public before are fully 
finished and polished. This workshop is the first of the three that will 
take place this year in preparation for New Alphabet School edition 
on Insituting that will take place at EIGHT in June 2021. Each work-
shop will result to some form of incomplete material to pass on. Out 
of these events and fanzines and together with responders and other 
participants we hope to create a collective body of speculation that 
will take the appropriate public form.

At the beginning of the covid-19 pandemic back in March 2020 in a 
web seminar Naomi Klein quoting Friedman argued that the dominant 
ideas at the moment of the crisis form the years to come and called 
for intervening in this process before it is too late. Christos Giova-
nopoulos in this fanzine quotes Micha Narberhaus when he argues 
that the post-corona-scapes will emerge from processes already 
present before the breakout of the pandemic, which the latter has 
just accelerated. Steriani Tsirtziloni quotes Olga Goriunova when she 
writes that matter has no normality, ‘except when one of its forms 
stops working, and is succeeded by another’. In between borrowed 
words, incomplete histories, dominant narratives and body parts that 
stop working new desires might spark that create forms to carry on. 
Perhaps as we enter new landscapes of struggle incomplete process-
es accelerated by and during the pandemic might contribute to appro-
priate collective forms in the coming years, in unforeseen ways and 
spaces by unexpected actors.



Through the roof ’n’ underground: From space reclaim to 
space collapse 

Christos Giovanopoulos

The passage from the industrial to the postindustrial world has been 
based, among others, on a time-space compression that disturbed in 
unprecedented ways the spatio-temporal framework within which the 
people created their communities and made their history(-ies). Cas-
tells1 argues that our current “network society” is characterized by a 
dual space regime that define “the twin mechanisms of social domina-
tion”. On one hand, lies the ‘space of place’ that regards the grounded 
and experienced historicity of those below. On the other, the ‘space of 
flows’, concerning the de-territorialised and ‘achronic’ (instantaneous 
and simultaneous) spatiality of the globalised elites. Our relational 
tempo is squeezed between these two spatial dimensions. One fixed 
in our immediate realities, the other floating on the digital space of 
globalised networks.

This process has been evident in our everyday lives and in the forms, 
methods and organizational structures of 21st century social move-
ments alike. The qualities and complexities endemic to the means 
and mediums of such hybrid and contradictory spatio-temporal con-
dition have been present in all post-2011 movements. From the Arab 
spring, indignados and the occupy to the black lives matter and the 
yellow vests (among many others), social movements unfold amidst 
the pressures exercised over societies to adapt to the relentless 
drumbeat of digitized and globalized capitalism. They strive to consti-
tute a phygital experience and a post-capitalist perspective, by un-
folding in and negotiating both the ‘space of place(s)’ and the ‘space 
of flows’. In that respect the recent movements perform a constitutive 
role similar to that of the working class in shaping simultaneously it-
self, as a class –that is as a social subject-, and the industrial society, 
too. 

In order to outline some of the general features of those movements 
we focus on the Greek case. The consecutive, overlapping and cross-

1 M. Castells, 2000, The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture, vol.1: The 
Rise of the Network Society, second edition, p. 446, Blackwell.



fed episodes of crisis, experienced in a condensed space of time, has 
made Greece a laboratory of socio-political practices and knowledge 
production – for those on top and at bottom alike. What follows is de-
duced from first-hand experience with the trajectories, networks and 
spatio-material ecologies of the December 2008 revolt, the (summer) 
2011 squares occupation movement, and the development of grass-
roots solidarity structures in three (or rather two and a half) phases 
– anti-austerity between 2011-2015, refugee solidarity 2015-2016 and 
covid-19 mutual aid groups. 

Reclaiming space in motion and in the making 
In a nutshell, what one witnesses is the slow but steady emergence of 
organizational logics and ecologies, familiar to the spatio-temporal dy-
namics represented by the internet as they take ground on the physi-
cal space(s), flows, pace and relationalities of social movements. The 
shift towards a more decentralized, horizontal, participatory, non-rep-
resentational and networked political culture (among others) does not 
mean that previous models (and organisational formats) of power and 
counter-power eclipse. What occurs is hybrid and in the making ar-
rangements in shifting scales and dynamics of power between them. 
Below we refer to few only of the more tangible but critical processes 
and occurring transformations. 

Cross-spatial networks  
The qualities above are active across and between local, regional, 
national and international scales in various compositions, frequen-
cies and densities. In the turn of the century, the global-local dynamic 
that contested the national domain in favor of (constituting) a g-local 
political terrain was expressed by the organizational structures of the 
anti-globalisation movement. The “think globally, act locally” men-
tality gave life to the Social Forums format (on national, continental, 
world scale), to global days of action and importantly empowered 
and multiplied the local struggles and bases of social movements. In 
this context, in Greece we experienced the growing presence of local 
initiatives to defend public spaces and the creation of self-organised 
social centres. Yet, since the 2011 revolts the cross-spatial dynamics 
seem to have mutated in the intermeshed axes of local – translocal, 
national – ‘continental’ (as the terrain of international power struc-
tures, e.g. EU for Greece). 



The presence of popular social movements on the public space was 
felt both in central squares/streets and in the neighborhoods. De-
mands, e.g. for Real Democracy or the 99% vs the 1% of the elites, 
reverbarated (and actively cross-fed movements) around the globe, 
but they were colored by the national socio-political specifities and 
context. In Greece it was the anti-Troika/anti-austerity struggle that 
framed the content and (immediate) aims of the growing (up to 2015) 
social movements. Popular uprisings and movements (Arab Spring, 
indignados, Occupy) gave a new, and unprecedented in a generation, 
boost to popular self-organising which initiated new local social struc-
tures and (loose) networks. The development of hundreds of social 
solidarity structures (clinics, food-banks, solidarity classes, no-mid-
dlemen networks) and self-managed coops that followed the squares’ 
occupation movement (summer 2011) is paradigmatic. 

Such new grassroots structures accommodated previous local initia-
tives and materialised locally a global wave of peoples’ movements 
by developing autonomous multi-spatial networks. A solidarity clin-
ic, for example, could be part of a national or city scale network of 
solidarity clinics, or a city-district network of solidarity structures and 
also to maintain contact and cooperation with various, local or not, 
solidarity initiatives and social movements from abroad. Hence, each 
self-organised social structure acted as a node in autonomous net-
works which cross-over and generated a multilayered fabric of asso-
ciations and connections. Such operation has been already present in 
the network structures of the squares occupation movement2; it was   
facilitated by social media technologies that enhanced the effects of 
the ‘space of flows’ on social movements and enabled practices of 
netroots (the digital space of internet and the physical community 
space roots combined) to emerge.3

2 Stavridis St., “On the squares: Re-iventing the commons, detecting paths for collec-
tive emancipation once more” and Giovanopoulos Chr., “Indignant with the media or revolt 
in the media: Between the digital and the physical “agora”, both in Giovanopoulos Chr. & Mi-
tropoulos D., Democracy Under Contsruction: From the streets to the squares, 2011, Athens: 
A/synechia editions (in Greek). Also Castells M., 2012, Networks of outrage and hope: Social 
movements in the internet age, Polity.
3 M. Mulitsas Zuniga, 2008, Taking on the System: Rules for radical change in a digital 
era, N.York: Celebral



Thus the spatiality of such self-organised structures are defined by 
their simultaneous presence in the physicality of the ‘space of place’ 
and in the ‘space of flows’ - especially when the latter has been 
important for securing much needed resource flows for the main-
tenance of their solidarity actions.) Lastly, one should also add the 
‘relational space’ involved in the acts of affective labor, solidarity, and 
cooperative work, which crosscuts (and facilitated by) physical and 
digital spatiality.4 This dimension would become critically important in 
the mutual aid groups that emerged during the covid-19 lockdowns – 
discussed later. 

Centre – ‘de-centre’, political power – everyday social action 
dynamics 
Another critical dimension regards the dynamics between ‘big events’ 
taking place in central locations with high symbolic or, indeed, opera-
tional power and the localized actions of everyday politics with highly 
affective and transformative qualities. A relay of ‘big events’ (e.g. De-
cember 2008 revolt, Squares’ occupations 2011, July 2015 “OXI/No” 
Referendum) alternated with dispersed and ‘invisible’ but locally felt 
acts of ‘creative resistance’ and social infra-structuring. If the former 
occur usually in the form of mass protests, occupations and confron-
tations on public space, the latter takes the shape of grassroots initia-
tives, decentralised networks and empowering practices (e.g. social 
centres, neighborhood committees, solidarity structures) that operate 
in local and relational spaces. Those two ‘distinct’ instances and 
terrains of socio-political mobilisation, with their highs and lows, have 
shown in the Greek case a reciprocity, cross-feeding and maintaining 
each other for a significant length of time. The periodic frequency of 
the big events fueled the expansion of de-centralised actions enhanc-
ing the potential of interweaving a post-capitalist fabric of practices 
and networks. 

People assembled en mass to dispute and claim their (rights to) polit-
ical power, while they dispersed to solidify their social power through 
transformative actions and infrastructures in their localities. The 
mushrooming of social centers and neighborhood committees after 
the December 2008 revolt, the local people’s assemblies and solidar-

4 Hadjimichalis C., 2018, Crisis Spaces: Structures, Struggles and Solidarity in South-
ern Europe. New York, Routledge.



ity structures during and after the squares occupation in 2011, as well 
as the creation of self-organised refugee squats after the ‘summer of 
migration’ (2015) illustrate such interaction. Such movement ground-
ed the people’s political initiative and struggles at the most immediate 
spaces and needs of (social reproduction and) everyday life, while it 
facilitated their capacity to re-assemble in force. In that respect, it has 
been suggestive of the complementarity between the struggles for 
political power and those on the relational spaces. Thus, it manifested 
a (suspended) potential for a transformative integration between po-
litical movements engaging with institutional power and social move-
ments developing post-capitalist paradigms.

In addition, such framing enabled a multi-scalar operation of the 
grassroots social infrastructures that integrated the social, political 
and economic levels in their actions. Thus they held a constitutive 
potential for the emergence of an autonomous public sphere from 
below.5 The work of a no-middlemen network for example, which 
connected directly food producers with urban dwellers, responded to 
the material needs of local residents created by austerity; it provided 
an extra-market and decentralised circuit of exchange and distribution 
in favor of localized production; while it organized an open platform 
of political participation and self-management in their vicinity. Thus it 
integrated the personal need and the collective rights, but also ex-
panded democratic and self-organised politics by establishing prac-
tices, networks and a culture of solidarity and cooperative economy. 
This operation occurred simultaneously in, and re-worked, the spatial 
domains of relations, places and flows (of people and products), es-
tablishing new connections and also processes of subjectivation. 

Permanency, ephemerality, synchronicity and flowing continu-
ities 
At the same time such move between terrains and focal points of 
socio-political contestation allows a different understanding of the 
problematic between sustainability and ephemerality. What emerges 
is a continuity between various fields, terrains and expressions of 
social antagonism. A (contingent) relay of interrelated waves of social 
mobilizing that spillover, overflow, converge and divert, in which a 

5 Giovanopoulos, Chr. “La Grèce après l’ espoir: en attendant le possible réflexions sur 
le mouvement des solidarités locales” in Vacarme, 11 Avril 2018, issue 83, Paris.



different each time aspect, subject or field of action performs a ‘lead-
ing role’, namely acts as the main focus that propels further the whole 
movement.6 This feature that can be observed on a global and on 
a national scale. The  relay of popular revolts has been continuous 
since 2011 up to the recent uprisings (especially of the young) in 
many African countries (e.g. Nigeria, Morocco), in Chile, Lebanon, 
Tayland etc. Regarding Greece, we have already mentioned few of 
the moments of heightened political conflicts that initiated waves of 
popular mobilisation and intervention in both public and more intimate 
locales. If we take for granted the interconnection of these struggles 
on a national level, it often omits our attention the critical role of the 
cross-national echoing (and cross-feeding) of ‘local’ revolts. How-
ever, events such as the Arab spring-indignados-occupy (2011), the 
cross-national refugee solidarity movement in Europe (2015), the 
‘Fridays for climate’-‘Extinction rebellion’ (2018), and the ‘Black Lives 
Matter’-‘I can’t breath’ (2019), manifest in a more tangible way the 
building up of flowing continuities and connections between global 
and local/national social struggles. 

The flowing continuities of 21st century movements reflect the in-
creased presence of the ‘space of flows’, which is enhanced by 
another temporal aspect of those movements, their tendency to 
synchronicity.7 The latter is manifested not merely by ‘global days of 
action’ but also by synchronized square occupations - in the same 
or across civic territories – or by political  ‘flash mob’ and ‘swarm 
tactics’.8 The instantaneity of public appearance and synchronicity of 
their actions, facilitated once more by the communication mediums 
they employ, imply both a diffused cooperating potential and also a 
skill for orchestration of social actions in the time-based ‘space of 
flows’ and networks. Yet, as the recent experiences show – both in 
Greece and elsewhere- the ability of those movements to consolidate 
(mobilizing, material and imaginative) power able to inflict structur-
al, that is permanent, change remains a question and a challenge. 

6 B. Gutiérrez, 2014, “Network movements and the new “social atmosphere’.”, in TNI: 
Europe at the crossroads series [online
7 M. Castells, “Η κουλτούρα της  διαδικτυομένης κοινωνίας», στο Futura, τχ. 8, 
Άνοιξη-Καλοκαίρι 2002.
8 Adbusters, Tactical briefing, December 2010, in Giovanopoulos C. & Mitropoulos 
D. (eds) Democracy under construction: Από τους δρόμους στις πλατείες, p. 245, Athens: A/
synecheia publishing.



Nevertheless, the articulation of new, potentially post-capitalist, social 
landscapes in times of systemic implosion and disruption enmesh 
with moving between and working out the variable temporalities of 
institutional/structural political change and personal/quotidian time, 
alike.  

Situated, localized and globally shared knowledge
Finally, one should highlight the increased knowledge capacities of 
contemporary social movements, which relate with access to new 
means, mediums and technologies, and hence with the social practic-
es and modes of relationality embedded in them. Besides the instant 
communication and networking abilities provided by social media (i.e. 
‘facebook revolution’), the experience and cooperating modes of ICT 
(information computer technologies) informed and were translated in 
the context of physical space, sociality and (organizational and ev-
eryday) culture. An important aspect has been the enlarged capacity 
acquired by social movements – through such mediums - to unearth 
and mobilise untapped resources, skills and knowledge (local or not) 
and to proceed in acts of infrastructuring. 

The operation of a solidarity pharmacy for example is a paradigmatic 
case. Medicines are collected through various types of crowd-sourc-
ing (in person, offer boxes in pharmacies, collective solidarity cam-
paigns etc.), are cataloged and managed by chemists and are redis-
tributed to individual patients, solidarity collectives and health-care 
structures (not private). Such circuit and flow of medicine is enabled 
and self-managed by volunteers, specialists and not, who are orga-
nized in working teams and assembly decision-making. Needs of the 
social clinic/pharmacy are publicized through their own social media 
and each clinic has built a more stable network of cooperators (other 
solidarity or public health-care structures and campaigns) with which 
knowledge and resources are shared. Such enterprise performs 
effectively an infrastructuring practice. By mobilizing available (locally 
and not) resources, skills and knowledge, the solidarity clinic/pharma-
cy constitutes an open platform that enables open source sharing and 
collective P2P (peer to peer) practices to emerge in the physical and 
relational spaces involved in solidary medical provision. 

In that respect, 21st century social movements not only advance 



more participatory and inclusive forms of political culture but they also 
generate techno-material traces and prototypes for a more participa-
tory, self-organised and cooperative forms of social infrastructure. The 
tangible marks of such grassroots interventions expand from mobile 
applications for navigation of refugee routes to the concreteness of 
the build space of solidarity structures; and they actually materialise 
the transformative potential embedded in attempts to reclaim, social-
ize  and emancipate the spatio-temporal arrangements imposed by 
the ICT disruptive technologies and the network society. Moreover, 
they illustrate the need, and the possibility, to interweave the consol-
idation of socio-political power with the production of autonomous 
(circumventing capitalist relations) extitutions of ‘material (counter-)
power’. 

However, the radical unsettling (and constrains) of our spatio-tempo-
ral norms brought in by counter-corona measures seem to jeopardize 
such prospect. One can argue for a need to reconsider the relation 
(and forms) between the ‘space reclaim’ strategies and the ‘space 
collapse’ dictated by the pandemic’s biopolitics, enhanced by capital’s 
(digital) exit strategy. The resulting split up between public sphere 
and public space is one of the rising and critical challenges for any 
attempt to establish more socialized and humane forms of existence, 
interaction and polity, today. 

Between ‘staying home’ and ‘living on cloud’: Social distancing 
and/as space-collapse  
Micha Narberhaus9 argues that the post-corona-scapes will emerge 
from processes already present before the breakout of the pandemic, 
which the latter has just accelerated. Among them we could count the 
discussed properties, practices and inroads of post-2011 movements, 
as hints and processes – rather socio-technical than ideological–  to 
navigate possible scenarios for post-corona social ecosystems and 
interventions (that is). But; there is a critical but. The pandemic has 
been a breakpoint moment for (global) capitalism. In other words, it 
marked a leap in the transition from the post-industrial (‘third wave’) 
mutation of capitalism to the current ‘4.0 industrial revolution’. 

Paradoxically the ‘space of flows’ despite, or rather through, policies 

9 M. Narberhaus (ibid.)



of ‘social distancing’, ‘staying home’ and lockdown, speads up and 
demands a violent re-adjustment of our spatio-temporal being in its 
own beat. From the more intimate to the universal spaces, we see at 
work processes of ‘deterritorialisation’ and ‘dematerialisation’ of our 
social etiquette, labor, exchange and pastime. The post-modernist 
return of space, seems to be reaching its logical conclusion with the 
reduction of our social movement to our most proximate (physical) 
spaces and people. Yet, at the same time its critical take on the harm-
ful domination of time is confirmed. Any physical form and socialized 
notion of space and time, defined by human contact, implies an 
obstacle to the flows of data-led capitalism and thus is threatened and 
reduced to the absolute necessary. 

What escapes such tendency are the ‘essential jobs’, reminding us 
where real (surplus-)value is produced and by whom. Yet, even those 
essential jobs and workers have to be stripped by their social dimen-
sion and relational multiplicity, reduced to their ‘objective’ to perform 
the task. For the rest, home-work acquires now its true meaning, 
liquidating any discernible border between ‘work-floor’ (office that is) 
and our living room. The collapse of (physical) space in-between the 
digital cloud (data circulation) and spaces of essential (necessary) 
social reproduction, threatens also the physicality of our bodily expe-
riences. A certain degree of de-somatization takes place when our 
preferences, behaviors an so on, are quantified as data, and when 
our spatio-temporal culture, from our homes to our cities, turned into 
‘smart’ (algorithmic computations). The most recently celebrated, 
agential power of the ‘matter’10 demands - and originates from – an 
increasing processes of de-materialisation. Social distancing (with its 
cost in human touch and emotional scapes), in this context, signifies 
an induction to a dis-embodied social contact and communication.

The ‘imminent’ collapse of the sociality and relationality of the public 
space, of in person and ‘en mass’ political culture emerges as a fatal 
blow to social movements. However, among such dystopic projec-
tions the emerging features mentioned above, seem more fit to the 
rising world and may provide clues for way out (or rather around and 
beyond such space-implosion). The unprecedented (organic like) 

10 Br. Latour & P. Weibel, 2005, Making Things Public: Atmospheres of Democracy, 
ZKM & MIT publications. 



global synchronisation of autonomous localized responses during the 
outbreak of covid-19, has marked existing possibilities for a different 
course. The simultaneous mushrooming of mutual aid groups in our 
vicinity, of open source prototyping and DIY/3-D production, of com-
bination of local resources and skills with global knowledge sharing, 
of social media synchronized public events on/from our balconies, 
the built up of personalized deterritorialized networks (even through 
tele-conferencing), are some of the features that outline new spa-
tio-temporal dimensions for social mobilisation. Such actions take 
place on the universalising space of the (digital) ‘cloud’ and on (physi-
cal) spaces of intimate relationality in a synchronic manner. 

In Greece this has provided a new terrain of social action, including 
established in the past years’ actors as well as many new and infor-
mal solidarity initiatives at the level of neighborhoods and even block 
of flats. Moreover, it has taken the form of coordinated (or individ-
ual in many cases) efforts for the production of protective material, 
either through 3-D printing, mobilizing local knowledge, means and 
resources. What we have witnessed is the increase in informal and 
close range networks of support and mutual aid, sometimes enabled 
by more traditional (pre-capitalist) modes of affinity and care such as 
family and friendship networks. 

Instead of mourning for the loss of (our) former spatio-temporal habits 
and ecologies, precious as they may indeed be, would be better to 
devise a strategy for a post-capitalist re-constitution of the ‘collaps-
ing space’. If during the previous crises social movements built on 
the ‘black holes’ of a broken social fabric, now they should re-create 
the thinned out spatio-temporal threads of our sociality and human 
contact. The thicker our intimate and cloud networks - of socialising, 
cooperating, sharing and commoning - become, the most effective 
our striking and blocking capacity (of the flows and cites of capital’s 
power relations) would be and the faster we could re-establish our 
physical space, presence, touch, movement. Even if this implies to-
day (to device) a ‘through the roof ’n’ underground’ strategy.  



A List of Ghosts
Steriani Tsintziloni

Ghosts are events, ideas, practices that have been existed, but not 
anymore. Or they do not live now in the form they used to be. 

Seen from the perspective of somatic materiality “Matter has no nor-
mality, except when one of its forms stops working, and is succeeded 
by another”.1  So, matter - but also ideas, practices – on the condition 
of being actualised even ones - can change form and stay along for a 
little bit longer. 

Following this thought, ghosts will re-occur again in unexpected plac-
es, times and ways. 

For the dance field in Athens the last ten years, years of constant 
conditions of crisis, many such ghosts appeared. Projects have been 
started in theatres (Embros), cultural organisations (Duncan Centre), 
studios (META platform), public spaces (R.I.C.E in Hydra), ideas have 
been denounced, people have been committed to each other and to 
their actions, time and effort has been spent, but at some point they 
stopped, disappeared, vanished. 

Here are some ghosts of different people, timings and spatial trajecto-
ries, which invisibly and silently haunt our (or my) undercurrent life. 

This is a kind of personal list; an incomplete, biased, suggestive 
sketching of (collective) actions. A list of ghosts which I know they 
have been (are) here. In the current text they come along with short 
comments/explanatory notes which appear in capital letters:

Collective Choreography Project (CCP): a group of choreographers 
rotating between the roles performer and choreographer trying to find 
ways to collaborate without funding in any stage of the process. HOW 
THIS WORKING TOGETHER MODE AFFECT THE ECOLOGY OF 
THE FIELD ANYWAY? (Duncan Centre, Embros Theatre & Laborato-
1 Goriunova, Olga. “The Bodily Sounds of the Abyss” in Steve Goodman, Toby Hey, 
Eleni Ikoniadou (eds) Unsound:Undead. Falmouth, UK: Urbanomic. 2019



ry of Thought)
Open Space – A series of informal meetings of dance artists on how 
we can talk, hosted at Duncan Centre. HOW CAN WE COME TO-
GETHER IN ORDER TO SPEND TIME AND EXCHANGE IDEAS? 
HOW CAN WE EXERCISE OURSELVES IN DOING THINGS TO-
GETHER LIKE TALKING & LISTENING TO EACH OTHER? (Duncan 
Centre) 
Dancehouse – looking for infrastructures. HOW CAN WE WORK 
FROM THE BOTTOM UP TO CREATE A ‘HOME’ FOR DANCE IN 
THIS CITY? Navigate through the city landscape and search for avail-
able resources dealing with property rights, bureaucracy, availability 
and suitability of buildings, structures and procedures.
Working Practices. Here and Now – a multifaceted project by a group 
of diverse professionals which put their own and others working con-
ditions under scrutiny. WHAT DOES WORK MEAN UNDER CONDI-
TIONS OF CRISIS? HOW AN ARTIST’S WORK CAN BE DEFINED? 
HERE AND NOW MEANS ACTUALLY PLACE AND TIME? (Deree 
College)
‘Lifejackets’ - in situ improvisational performances for supporting 
the refugees by dancers and musicians. IS SUPPORT A LUXURY?  
(Rabbithole Theatre)
‘Open border parade’ - Independent artists call people to join in a 
peaceful parade performance at the Greek northern border PER-
FORM MEANS TO APPEAR. ΤΟ BE PRESENT (Idomeni village). 

In the covid-19 Athenian dance scene, these ghosts might be under-
cover. They might fuel actions such as those described in Mariela 
Nestora’s text.

Those bodies that were present back then, somewhere, left traces of 
e-motional and bodily states; They were, there, then and imprinted 
our micro-history; not because they are linked to specific people but 
due to their presence in public sphere that boost dance field in un-
known ways.
When the bodies of the artists and of the people in general are con-
demned as unnecessary (and dangerous) in the public sphere, may-
be it is good to know that we are not alone. 
Going against a homogenisation of thinking we can dream of our own 
favourite ghost. 



Practices of togetherness
Mariela Nestora

The last decade has been significant in formulating the dance com-
munity of Athens. A community still looking for its voice and identity 
that seems to come together during crises. The socioeconomic crisis 
(2010-2015) saw an emergence of collectives in contrast to the pre-
vious years when dance artists worked primarily secluded. The need 
to get to know each other and join forces cultivated the ground for 
collaborations and exchanges that in turn gave rise to an ecology of 
practices of togetherness. After the activation of self-organised Em-
bros theatre Syndesmos Chorou (a collective of 7 choreographers) 
curated two days of events with the dance community, CCP (a collec-
tive of 5 choreographers) started the collective choreography project 
and residencies to choreographers gave rise to performances and 
work in progress presentations with the participation of the public. 
Focusing on articulating the needs of the dance community several 
meetings and discussions were organised at the Duncan Dance Re-
search center and an artist-led initiative  from stage to page attempt-
ed at identifying the greek dance scene through publications of inter-
views.  The pandemic at the end of the same decade surfaces some 
of the same needs. When all the theatres, dance studios, dance 
schools were closed, and when the prospect of work kept being post-
poned to the future, the actual structural problems of the field became 
apparent. Artists demonstrated and responded with the support art 
workers movement that demanded a dialogue with the government to 
find solutions to the novel problems of artists during the pandemic as 
well as persisting problems and shortfalls in the infrastructures for the 
arts. 
If choreography is about organising time and space between people 
and if dance is  about proximity, touch, breath, community and shar-
ing an experience, this pandemic has affected the dance field and its 
community at its core, one could say at a DNA level.
During the first wave and lockdown in Athens dance artists looked for 
new strategies and practices of togetherness in relation to these nov-
el conditions. A description of some of these first responses emerging 
from the dance community follows.



1st lockdown
a. 18International online meetings brought together artists in virtual 
spaces to imagine possible futures from within the lockdown and an-
swer Bruno Latour’s questionnaire
 the interim (after the 1st and before the 2nd lockdown)
b. Crater- a dance relay in the public space 24hours for 16 days.
c. Zoom in/out art and craft, practices of togetherness
2nd lockdown
How to become more terrestrial
returning to the online meetings of the 18International to reflect on 
and co-write texts on how to become more terrestrial

18International 
Invitation to Bruno Latour’s questionnaire during the 1st lockdown of 
the COVID19 pandemic. I came across an article by Bruno Latour 
that proposed:  “ ...using this time of imposed isolation in order to 
describe, initially one by one, then as a group, what we are attached 
to; what we are ready to give up; the chains we are ready to recon-
struct and those that, in our behaviour, we have decided to interrupt.” 
Inspired by his  exercise,  an open invitation to collectively respond 
to Bruno Latour’s questions was sent to two different groups: a local 
group of artists (Greece) and an international group (Belgium, Hol-
land, Germany, Finland, England, Switzerland, Greece, USA, Cana-
da, Australia). The first meeting of the international group was on the 
18th April 2020 hence the name for the group “18international” and 
the proposed task was to answer Latour’s questions starting from “ 
What are the activities now suspended that you would like to see not 
resumed?” 
We met online every fortnight over three months, looking for multiple 
grounded perspectives, yet we never completed this questionnaire 
collectively. We started by exchanging how we experience the pan-
demic and lockdown- also in relation to each government’s response- 
articulating thoughts, fears and needs not just expressing an opinion. 
A first response to these times that resonated with most of us was: 
I ‘m overwhelmed by my lack of knowledge on how/what to change. 
Open to the here and now and attentive to the emerging choreog-
raphy of thought the group navigated the different discussions in a 
self-organised manner. Deciding by consensus how to proceed with 
each session creating our own rules and rituals. We also gathered 



on a shared document notes and a reading list: from Bruno Latour’s 
interview For a Terrestrial Politics and Critical zones to articles on 
production models, economics, the revaluation of value, food chains, 
governing the commons and art. 
Trying to imagine a new beginning after the lockdown proved more 
difficult than anticipated. Some felt un-ready to think of such matters 
when isolated, destabilised and precarious, while others felt too close 
to the event of the pandemic to be able to formulate propositions. We 
asked what kind of questions are raised by Bruno Latour’s questions 
and challenged their inbuilt assumptions. How to shift from politics of 
economy to politics of ecology? How are ecology, work and democ-
racy redefined? How are notions of life, care, creativity re-evaluated? 
How can I contribute to the current situation as an artist? We imag-
ined ways of living together, surviving, collaborating and reflected on 
what we miss, enjoy and need. WHAT IS ESSENTIAL? friendship/ 
physical contact/ creative possibility/ fiction/ others/ jobs/ travelling/ 
art/ imagination? How do we keep our friendships without the somatic 
energy of being together? What does the body do in times like this? 
What matters in the way we take care of each other? 

Returning to the initial task of answering Latour’s question produced 
a list of common responses that kept expanding to matters of con-
cern. What are the activities now suspended that you would like to 
see not resumed?: unnecessary work/ travelling/ shopping, unneces-
sary imports of food, cars with one passenger, mass tourism, cruise 
ships, billboards/ outdoor advertising, monocultures, large scale sport 
events, fast fashion,  airbnb, department stores, fast food outlets, 
inhumane treatment of animals, no tax relief for mega corporations, 
no more oil dependency from fossil fuel oil etc.
A month later during an interview Latour faced his own questions: “...
we must not think of the personal and the collective as two distinct 
levels. The big climate questions can make individuals feel small 
and impotent. But the virus gives us a lesson. If you spread from one 
mouth to another, you can viralise the world very fast. That knowledge 
can re-empower us. ...What we need is not only to modify the system 
of production but to get out of it altogether. We should remember that 
this idea of framing everything in terms of the economy is a new thing 
in human history. The pandemic has shown us the economy is a very 
narrow and limited way of organising life and deciding who is import-



ant and who is not important. If I could change one thing, it would 
be to get out of the system of production and instead build a political 
ecology.” 
By the summer when most countries returned to the demoralising 
‘back to normality’, as proclaimed by governments, Bruno Latour’s 
questions seemed less relevant or belonging to the somehow distort-
ed timeline of the 1st lockdown. Our meetings stopped and most of us 
returned to our “linear” timelines and individual schedules. 
We resumed our meetings in the second wave of the COVID19 pan-
demic when the second lockdown was imposed. This time our task 
was to answer the question: How to become more terrestrial? How to 
become the subjects - the more complex, embodied and embedded, 
non-unitary but relational and affective transversal subjects- collab-
oratively linked to a material web of humans and non-human agents 
that can sustain the effort to think and respond to the current situa-
tion.  

B. CRATER1

In Athens, straight after the 1st lockdown, a group of around 25 artists  
self-organised around the project Crater: a relay of dance in public 
space- proposed not as a performance or a demonstration, but as a 
practice that cultivates political thought, networking and communica-
tion. It was framed by an ‘independent artists’ initiative’ primarily from 
the dance community.
From 15/5/2020 at 6.00 am during the day and night, at Syntagma 
square, one artist succeeded the next as in a relay. Each active pres-
ence, a person / ‘dancer’ / citizen followed a simple and specific score 
instruction “keeping the candle lit”. Participants stayed with and in a 
state of dance for one hour each. 
The open call for participation Crater (a hole in the ground, a body 
ready to explode, a container) an active relay of presence, where a 
dance follows the previous <holding the dance< in a chosen pub-
lic location, during the day and night for five (at least) days  had an 
unexpected response. Instead of the anticipated duration of 5 days, it 
ran for 16 days and also expanded to several cities: Ioannina, Ko-
motini and Thessaloniki respectively organised by each local dance 
community.
1 *The Crater was originally created and developed during RSOD 2017  (Ricean 
School of Dance- a school without teachers) on the island of Hydra.



The proposed practice of Crater intended to function as a means of 
communication and networking, also investigating the present mo-
ment. It was simply a way to be present. 

C. ZOOM IN - ZOOM OUT: Crafting Encounters of Care in Arts”
After the 1st lockdown,  Duncan Dance research Center organised 
Zoom in /Zoom out a day of togetherness through encounters in arts 
and crafts. Originally conceived as a continuation of the Atelier on 
Dance and Craft co-organised with EDN (European DanceHouse 
Network) that took place the previous year. The Atelier “zoomed in’’ 
on the relation between craft and the performing arts, inviting the 
collaboration of 6 pairs (one artist and one craftsman). For “Zoom in /
Zoom out”  an expanded group (curators, artists and participants from 
the Atelier) proposed a day of workshops (with wood, clay, wool and 
the body) culminating in an open discussion with the guests. This all 
day event was curated and hosted with care and proved to be a way 
of practicing how to be together again after the numbness of the self 
imposed isolation of the lockdown. 

So where are we now? Still in times of the COVID19 pandemic when 
it sometimes feels like the only dance permitted is that going in and 
out of a lockdown… The emerging ecologies responding to a crisis 
surface the dance artists need to come together again and again. And 
when they do, revisit choreography as organising a multitude, organ-
ising time and space between people and thus always political. And 
when they do, remember that dance is about creating and sharing an 
experience and sometimes a community. 
Returning again and again to the question, what is essential? One 
answer is dance. Essential as a bodily practice with sensory aware-
ness, a sustainable, ecological, ethical and aesthetical activity that 
carries with it in its practice the notion of support: supporting oneself 
and others, inspiring, respecting and sharing weight and momentum. 
One answer is choreography as a practice of togetherness, essential 
in organising the ongoing movement of bodies and minds more so in 
the urban ecologies of social choreography. And if we are (still) now in 
a place of not knowing, a flexible and resilient body and mind can be 
a compass and a companion, or even better part of a collective body 
and a hive mind.
 



Spatialities of the Athenian political ecology in times of 
crisis

Constantina Theodorou

...moenia mundi
discedunt, totum video per inane geri res. . . .
(...the walls of the world
dispart away; I see the things taking place throughout all space. . . .) 
De rerum natura 3.16–17, Lucretius

When looking at a map it seems as if the walls of the world have fall-
en away, the panoptic view renders invisible the cartographic conven-
tions, the exclusions, the omissions, the blurred lines. In all its resem-
blance to a neutral technological product the map lies better than a 
story, walls are still there. Mapmaking is history making- maps just as 
history books are nothing more than stills of their respective moment. 
They say more when they are utilized as tools rather than as finished 
products. In this sense mappings as navigating tools are more true to 
their world than mappings that claim a holistic vision, that claim to be 
atlases rather than maps.
 
During the years of crisis in Athens, numerous mappings of solidarity 
and other self-managed initiatives served both as navigation tools 
in a landscape of governmental stagnation, compiled by their active 
participants, or as  documentation of a conjuncture that soon would 
be lost, curated by the selective gaze of the external observer- re-
searcher. In any case, going beyond the specificities and omissions of 
each mapping, what comes out as a general observation is the strong 
relationship between the addressed claims and their expression in 
urban space. In many cases the spatiality of the solidarity movement 
was characterized by a historical persistence, re-emerging around the 
same places. But there were also other claims that opened up new 
spaces, which carved out new surfaces of participation, and subse-
quently new territories to be usurped by the power mechanisms. Be-
yond the recurring spatiality of the center many initiatives flourished 
dispersed across the neighborhoods of Athens in non-hierarchical 
and rhizomatic relationships between them.



In the first case, the spatial persistence of the resistance is attributed 
to the socio-spatial characteristics of the center, its very materiality 
and architectural characteristics of the urban space. The shape of 
the city is the consolidation of the social antagonism on its ground, 
but also inversely the form of revolt takes the shape of the surround-
ing space. Far from having a business climate, the Athenian center 
proved to have a climate for the development of self-organized spac-
es where alternative forms of social reproduction were practiced. The 
compact, dense, multifunctional center of Athens, with its proximity, 
social mix, multi-fragmented structure of ownership and pattern of 
uses, fostered an ideal climate for the growing of certain type of ini-
tiatives, with the neighborhood of Exarchia being the utterly symbolic 
incarnation of it. In the first decade of Athens as capital of the newly 
formed Greek State, and when the area of the first plan had not yet 
fully built, an illegal settlement arose in the outskirts of the historical 
triangle, the so called Suburb, the neighborhood of Exarchia. The nar-
row, blind streets that retained their characteristics even in the post-
war period, soon were surrounded by a network of public buildings 
that would define the future of the neighborhood and its ongoing in-
tellectual tradition- the Law School, the Technical University and Fine 
Arts School, the University, the Academia, the National Library, the 
last three of them arranged across the Panepistimiou avenue heading 
straight to the Greek Parliament. Almost inevitably, in a kind of spa-
tial determinism, political claims found a fruitful ground in this space 
and revolt an ideal guerilla-war setting in the dense, labyrinthine grid. 
The bodily encounters that are critical for the solidification of the 
movement, for the cultivation of trust and unmediated exchange were 
enabled and enhanced by the small scale of functional/ building units, 
the small size of the building blocks and the openness of the design 
of the polykatoikia. As the urban infrastructure of Athens is reactivated 
in critical times again and again, the accumulation of the recurrent in-
stances of revolt in the same place added on top of the material layer 
a symbolic layer, creating a strong collective memory of the place as 
enabling of these practices.

Throughout the long decade of crisis, with the shift of the movements’ 
political agenda, responding to urgent needs and the concurrent 
transformation of the collective subject came also the relocation of 
struggles and autonomous projects in the peripheries of the center. 



While the center, with all its symbolic load remains always contest-
ed, howbeit in new ways, it isn’t anymore the sole and primary locus 
of struggle; radical demands move to the neighborhoods and even 
further to the metropolitan outskirts, to the mountains, the islands, the 
extraction sites, expressed as energy, food and climate battles. The 
power and visibility of the struggles in the symbolic center is coun-
terbalanced by the power of networked synergies and local ties. The 
ongoing multiplication of loci of struggles is entering a new period 
with the advent of pandemic and its exceptionally autarchic gover-
nance that emptied even more the center from its political function. 
As the private realm of the house becomes the prominent field and 
background of most activities, political action seems deterritorialized, 
restrained in online forms of participation, breaking the existing links 
between space and autonomous practices. Under these extreme con-
ditions, the question of reterriteritorialization, the search of the ideal, 
appropriate space and scale of the new political struggles is the great 
challenge of our collective imaginary for the future ahead.
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